T

here was no denying it was hot. No–one could
remember a summer quite like it. Even the old
people – fathers, mothers, impossibly old uncles
– could not among them remember a summer so
hot, nor a heat so relentless and unforgiving. How hot is hot?
With heat, as with cold, or with pain, it is difficult to write
down in words exactly how hot it was. Maybe pictures would
better express the heaviness, the trickles of sweat,
the thickness of the air. The entire atmosphere it seemed,
had turned to hot glue, or to lava – liquid, molten, stifling.
The dogs and cats sprawled in the patches of shadow they
could find, their tongues hanging out of their mouths, limp,
almost lifeless. It was a very hot summer.

Usually in the summer, when the weather turned hot and
impossibly sticky, there were things one could do. The first
was to leave the city for the cool lakes and quiet cottages,
where only the droning of hungry mosquitoes disturbed your
daydreams. To escape the mosquitoes it was a simple thing to
walk to the wooden dock, untie the rowboat, and pole yourself
with either oar to the bug–free zone some ten feet from the
shore, where the rest of the day could be passed in relative
contentment with one foot trailing in the water for fish to
nibble at their convenience. This summer, the cottage was not
an option. The highways north were black with overheated
cars, the beaches littered with baking bodies, and the bugs
daring and mean. Even far from the shore the air was heavy
and thick and hot and swarming with flies.

The second was to go to the basement – the lower in the house
the better. There the air was cool and moist and dank, and
the treasures of past childhoods poked out of the torn corners
of cardboard boxes to be explored – glassy–eyed dolls, frayed
teddy bears, yellowing books. This summer, the basement was
out of the question. It was stuffy, it was stifling, it was sultry,
it was just not suitable.
What then? No–one had ever known a summer so hot. What
could be done to escape the dreadful summer heat?
No–one could eat it was so hot. No–one could move, it was so
hot. No–one could sleep it was so hot. No–one could think,
the heat was just too everpresent, too overpowering, too, well,
in a word, hot.

Suddenly, someone, I can’t remember who exactly (it was
really too hot) remembered a friend of a brother of an uncle
(or something like that) telling them about their friend’s
brother’s uncle’s family (whoever they might have been – it
really was too hot) and the summer heat in Teheran, long
summers ago. When they (whoever they were) were still
very young, and their parents (long forgotten, alas) were still
young, and even their grandparents (you could look them up,
perhaps) were almost young, they all went up to the rooftops
to escape the heat. There, high above the city of Teheran, they
told stories to each other throughout the long hot summer
night, while the stars blazed over the parched streets of the
ancient stone city, the ancient Persian city ringed by jewelled
minarets, where even the hot dry stones had stories to tell.

So this is what they did. First Mother, then Father, then the
whole family escaped up the fire escape ladder to the flat
rooftop overlooking the sweltering city. They brought sheets
which they had stored in the refrigerator (blankets would have
been too hot) lemonade (it was all they had that was cool) and
cookies (anything else would have been too much to eat, it was
so hot). Finally, after the rooftop picnic was laid out, and all
the children quiet and gathered ‘round, Grandpa and Grandma
climbed slowly to the roof, stopping every two or three steps,
on account of the heat. When grandpa and nana had chosen a
place by the picnic blanket, and grandpa had taken a long sip
of lemonade, Father began to tell the first story, a story about
the magic night gardens of ancient Persia...

“In Persia

it seems” said
Father quietly,
“where my
older brother was once the vice–consul and advisor to the
Shah, gardens were not what we would imagine them to be
here. What do we think of when we hear the word ‘garden?’
Here, and in England, and in France and Italy and Germany and
just about anywhere you can imagine, gardens were planted
so that the flowers would please the eye with their colours and
shapes and sizes. In an English garden, like the one we have in
our backyard, rhododendrons bloom silkily and irises bloom
purple and perfumed and proud in the springtime. Roses take
over towards midsummer, giving way to rock–hugging portulaca

just before the onset of the chilly autumn weather. Here, the
flowers are a feast for the eyes, as soothing in the first days of
spring as in the last days of fall. Gardening is painting in plants,
and the picture changes with the passing of the seasons.”
Father paused to take a breath, and sip at the lemonade that
was quickly getting warm in the glass on the picnic blanket.
“In Persia, on the other hand, or so my brother tells me, the
weather is very hot, and even the hardiest flowers wilt in the
relentless sunshine. Flowers bloom for a single day, and then
fall to the ground from heat exhaustion. Water is not to be
found in the hot summer, and the thirsty plants do not waste
their time on displays of form and colour.

But the Persians have their roots planted firmly in an old
and romantic culture, and Persian poetry is among the most
beautiful in the world. Anyone who has read the poems of
Omar Khayyam (who was known in his own time and his
own country not as a poet, but a mathematician) will believe
me when I say that Persian poetry rivals that of our own
Shakespeare. So it is unthinkable that the Persian soul could
live without gardens, despite the hot and relentless summer
sun. So instead of gardens for the eyes, made for the bright
light of the daytime, the Persians cherished what they called
their scented night gardens, to be savoured in the cool and
dark of the long middle eastern twilight, to the sound of the
prayer calls echoing through the winding streets of Teheran.

These gardens were not meant for the eyes. In the night, the
reddest of reds or the subtlest of blues are much the same.
‘At night, all cats are black’ goes the saying. No, these gardens
were gardens not for the eyes, but for the nose, gardens
intricately designed to delight the nose with the smells of
lemon, of musk, of lilies and of lilacs. And there, high above
the city, on the rooftops of Teheran, lovers would walk hand in
hand among the green plants with their eyes closed, following
their noses from one end of the scented garden to the next,
swept along by the heavy perfumed air of the hot Persian
night. There, with their eyes closed, the scented garden was
the very definition of love...
The purple summer sunset had given way to a deep blue
twilight. The lights of the city twinkled below them in the haze
like thousands of earthbound stars, and the air outside was
heavy and thick with the smell of the pavement that rose from
the streets like musk.

Uncle James asked to tell the next story, a story he had heard
many years ago, when he was wandering in the hilly green
countryside of Japan. He had never told anyone the real reason
he went to Japan, a magical country where the children tie
paper ribbons in trees to bring them good luck – he was in
search of the tiniest kite ever made, a kite that flew on the
end of a single strand of human hair, in the dancing air above
a single candle’s flame. Even though he never found this tiny
kite, he followed rumours of it from the cold mountains in
the north to the volcanic islands in the south, and from the
deep swells of the Pacific on the east to the inland sea and the
fishing villages on the west. No, he never found the kite, but he
heard many stories, of which this was only one...

It was

the story of the Baku, a
very strange animal that
only came out at night, whose

existence was only guessed at, because he had never been seen
in waking life. No–one knew how big the Baku was, or what
colour, although some very old people said he was large and
blue, and had a long nose like an anteater, and a long, raspy
tongue like a kitten. But in truth, no–one really knew much
about the Baku at all. The reason for this became obvious
when you considered the Baku’s diet. The Baku did not eat
the leaves of trees (like giraffes), nor the turnips in the garden
(like rabbits), nor even field mice (like wild wolves). The Baku
did not eat Cheerios or yoghurt or bananas or bagels or bacon
and eggs (like you). The Baku ate dreams. This meant that
the Baku was often a very hungry Baku. Some nights, people

didn’t seem to dream at all, or, if the sky was stormy, they woke
up when the lightning flashed or the thunder clapped, just

his lips. No, the Baku was a kind and considerate animal
(nourished by sweet dreams, this is quite understandable),

as the Baku was getting ready to take a nibble out of a tasty
dream. Other nights, everyone would have nightmares, which

who would wait until the sweetest of dreams was almost
over, and then curl up beside the dreamer and ever so quietly

as you can imagine are not very tasty at all, and if they are
terrifically scary can cause indigestion if eaten accidentally.
The best dreams, of course, were children’s dreams, because if
they listened to their parents (as children sometimes do) their
parents would say ‘sweet dreams’ just before the children went
to bed, and if the Baku was very lucky, they would be.
The Baku liked children, so he would be very careful not to
make a pig of himself (and what self–respecting Baku would
want to be anything but a Baku?) and startle the young
dreamer by gobbling the dream down with a great slurp, and
then making noises, eating with his mouth full and smacking

nibble at the sweetest bits, starting at the outside and working
his way in, chewing very quietly and wiping his mouth with
a napkin whenever a delightful episode dribbled down his
long chin. If he were to be very skillful, the Baku would finish
just as the dreamer awoke, by which time the dream would
have disappeared anyway, in a shimmering, shining happy
moment just as the young eyes opened to greet another day
of splashing through puddles or looking for tadpoles. For the
Baku, however, the worst thing was to let a sweet dream go
to waste. This is why dreams are often so hard to remember –
they may have been nibbled a little by a hungry Baku...

It was still too hot to sleep, and the heat was still making
the children squirm a little, even though there was plenty of
lemonade to go ‘round. In any case, it was very exciting to be
staying up late, on the roof, listening to stories as the moon
rose higher and higher in the sky above the city. It is so long
ago that I have forgotten many of the stories the children told,
but if you help me remember, maybe we can write them all
down. All of you take a turn, and write down your favourite
story, or tell it to your parents, or draw it, so we can all share
in them as the evening cools...

